Around the world, IMAX employees are rising to the challenge of these
extraordinary times by working differently, collaborating in new ways, and
spreading positivity and hope.

We’re taking the opportunity to share some of this great work over
the next few weeks, with highlights from around the organization to
help keep all of us connected. Whether it’s an IMAX project, an effort
that Transcends the Ordinary, or simply a good story, we’re sharing ideas
and information to inspire you. Email comms@imax.com with anything you’d
like to share.
Thanks and enjoy!

WHERE IN THE WORLD?
Here are just a few highlights from our offices and partners across the globe:

In light of COVID-19, the teams in our state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities in Sheridan
Park realized we had some in-demand materials on our shelves. A big thank you to IMAX
Facilities for their work to gather and send out donations to several locations working to
fight the pandemic, including hand sanitizer, gloves and N95 masks.

The IMAX Moscow office recently organized an online conference on COVID-19 and its
impact on the industry in the region. The virtual event garnered 350 live viewers in over 50
countries, and with people hungry for information, IMAX really took a thought leadership
role in that market (and it went off so well that we’re working on bringing the concept to
other markets).

Our partners at the BFI IMAX in Waterloo recently did something quite cool with their
theatre – lighting it up ‘NHS Blue’ to recognize health care providers in the UK. The IMAX
digital team tweeted in support.

BARKS OFFICE UPDATES

Look at her! Stevie just joined our own Sydney McCormick’s family.
Can you guess who she’s named after?

SO, HOW ARE WE
ADAPTING TO WFH?

Many IMAX oﬃces and teams are continuing to try new ways to stay connected and
engaged from home. Here are a few of our favorite examples:

Folks in the #pv-oﬃce-random Slack went around and shared three
recommendations for things to do while quarantined. Word is there’s been a good
mix of motivational tools, karaoke favorites, food recs and varying opinions on
exercising during quarantine.

The New York-based team hosted a virtual lunch where the entire oﬃce jumped on
to reconnect, see each other for the first time in a while, and judge each other’s
WFH spaces (and in at least one case, a man-cave).

Sheridan Park is keeping physical activity front of mind at home, sharing trainer
exercises oﬃce wide and implementing a “Get Up And Move” challenge.

ICYMI!
IMAX Leadership and various departments release new resources and content all the time.
For example:

Last week, Rich penned an Open Letter to fans with his personal thoughts for those who
follow and love IMAX. Rather than paraphrase, check it out here if you haven’t read it
already.

Last but certainly not least, if you didn’t see IMAX Distribution’s special message this week,

do yourself a favor and watch it out now, sound UP:

https://vimeo.com/401373248
Password (all caps): IMAXPROJECT

That’s it for now! More to come in the following weeks and months where we’ll be
experimenting with new content, specific spotlights, resources, guest editors and
more. See you next time.
###
How’d we do? Email comms@imax.com with any ideas, comments, or questions about the
IMAX Global Update.
If you have a question directly for IMAX Leadership, submit it on the Ask a Leader platform
on IMAX Source.
And, you can recognize someone’s work specifically through our Achievers platform.

